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Introduction.
MANY years ago Bateson (1909) drew attention to Siamese Cats,
recommending these peculiar animals as subjects for genetical investigations. BateSOll supposed ttmm to represent an analogue to the
well-known tIimalayan rabbits. From private COlllll:unicatiOll with
Mr Bateson I learned that Miss Durhall: and •1' Backllouse had gathered
some evideuce about the genetics of Siamese cats, but'I have not heard
of any fro%her experiments, and, as far as I know, nothing was published.
Mter having worked on Siamese and other cats for some years I
happened to show the short records of lily results to MI' Bateson, who
encouraged me to publish them, meagre as they are. Their iucolllpleteuess
is chiefly due to the fact, that Siamese eats are rather exacting animals.
They do not like being out of doors, they camlot be kept in pens and
will not thrive without the company of man. They need the cosiness and
warmth of a lmman dwelling attd must be treated as pet animals. The
females are shy attd mating is often difficult. Further: the greater part
of my cats are the oitspring from a cross between white Persian and
Siamese. The white Persians are perhaps still more difficult to breed than
the Siamese. The weakness of these cats is very striking and their fen:ales
are utterly bad mothem: they often eat their kittens at birth or. starve
them to death a few days after, being wearied of their nursing duties.
These difficulties and the high costs of the experiment may account
for the small number of individuals (56 cats) upon which tlie following
report is based.

Desc~'iption of Materials.
The two Siamese cats used in my experiments, No. 2 (male) and
No. 19 (female), descend both front one pair of animals imported from
Bangkok by a Dutch fancier about ten years ago. The strain has ahvays
been kept pure and no variability has ever been noticed except slight
differences in the intensity of the pigmentation. The dark parts of the
fur (face, ears, feet, tail) are from darkest chocolate to almost black;
23--2
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the lighter parts may vary from a pale greyish buff to a smoky fawn
colour. T h e adult males are considerably darker than either the females
or the young animals. At birth the kittens are White or nearly white;
after ten or twelve days the pigment begins to develop. The iris of the
eyes is blue, but not sky-blue as in blue-eyed white cats; in the Siamese
eye there is always a shade of milky grey in the blue of the iris. The
deepel' Parts of the eye are piglnentless.
The white Persian female, No. 1, belongs to a strain that during many
years was kept by a fancier in my district. It was a very uniform and
beautiful strain as far as the long silky fur is considered, but some
individuals showed dissimilarityof the eyes, the left eye having a different
iris colour (yellow) from the right eye (blue). The female used in my
first cross was not affected in this way, both irides being sky-blue.
Nearly all the members of ~his family showed somatic or mental defects
(sterility, deafness, dirtiness, inability to withstand the simplest difficulties of a cat's life). This caused much trouble in the course of my
experiments. It is to be weII understood, that the white Persians, even
those with two blue eyes, are not true albinos, but coloured cats, in which
pigmentation has been suppressed but for a very slight trace. Most
of them have a little black spot--often only a few black hairs--on the
neck, the occiput, or the front; and also in the eyes, iris as well as fundus,
some pigment is left.
The tabby male, No. 16, belongs to the most common type of the
ordinary h o ~ e cat in Holland. The type is in this cmmtry called
"Oyprian." It is characterized by longitudinal stripes of a yellowish
grey on a black coat. On the legs and the tail the stripes mn transversely.
On the ears and the feet no stril3es are visible, but the pigment in those
parts is paler than on the back and approaches the colour of the stripes.
The pattern is obviously the same as that of so many wild Felidae; it
is variable in the details, but the dark ground is always preponderant;
the stripes are in all cases narrower than the dark parts between them,
in a ratio varying from about ~0:100 to 60 : 100. The intensity of
the pigmentation is variable too, and two chief types may be distinguished: a dark type (yellowish grey stripes on pure black) and a pate
type (pale bhfish grey stripes on dark lead grey). The pale behaves as a
unifactorial recessive to the dark and is obviously a dilute form,
comparable with the " b l u e " cats in their relation to the "black"
ones.
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Bye Pigments.
As the pigmentation of the eye has been one of the characters taken
into consideration in my experiments I will give a short description of
those parts of the eye, where pigment is or may be located.
In the iris the pigment may be present in the stroina (outer layer);
it is always present in the epithelium (at the inside). When both layers
are pigmented the iris is yellow, grey, yellowish grey or brownish grey,
and the eye is called "duplex." When the epithelium alone is pigmented
("simplex") the colour of the iris is blue. The opalescent blue of the
Siamese is probably caused by the presence of cells containing small
white corpttscles in the tissues of the stroma.
In thefundus of the eye pigment may be found in the retina, or in
the choroid, or in both. Besides ordinary pigment the choroid shows in
most coloured cats a so-called "tape~.,um lucidum," a layer of cells containing guanin crystals; that reflect the yellow, blue and green rays of
the light. Althoug h this substance is no tree pigment it appears and
disappears in a way quite conformable with the behaviour of pigments.
I will therefore in the following treat it together with these.

Scheme of Worlc.
I crossed a white blue-eyed deaf Persian female, No. 1, with a Siamese
~aale, No. 2, and a Siamese female, No. 19, with a dark tabby male,
No. 16. The first and second generations of these crosses were bred and
studied. Further one of the _Fi females of the first cross was crossed back
with a male Siamese, and so was also an F i female of the second cross.
After~/ards an F i female of the first cross was mated to an _Fi male of
the second, and the same female was also crossed with a tabby male.
The results of all these matings,, except the last mentioned, are given
in the Tables A, B, and O. The cross of No. 5 with a tabby male gave
two whites and three tabbies, whose eyes were no~ investigated. The
ophthalmological investigation of the eyes of Nos. 1-48 was carried out
by m y neighbour and friend Dr W. Stair, to whom I wish to express iny
thanks for his invaluable help.

Coat Oolours.
We find that the white colour
(Table A) is uniformly white, the
coloured, and the back crosses all
In the F~ of the first cross the
grandparents are without stripes.

is dominant. The F~ of the first cross
F2 consists of seven whites and three
give about 50 per cent. whites.
striped pattern appears, ~hough both
It manifests itself combined with the
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Siamese colours ~uid I therefore think that' it has been brough~ into the
cross by 6he white Persians. FulCher we see that two of the F~ animals
in this cross are black, which must be c~used by a dominant f~ctor.
These black cats, when compared with other' solid blacks, show ~ difference in shade, the colour being a very dark chocolate rather than the
coal black often seen in ordinary black cats. It is exactly the same
black as shown by adult male Siamese in. their darkest parts and I therefore feel inclined to think that the factor responsible for thl.s effect is
brough~ into tlm cross by the Siamese ancestor.
Although the numbers of individuals are sm~ll I have endez~voured
to compose a worldng hypothesis as to the factors that act in my experimenb. First I suppose a chromogen factor A. If this is ab.~;enfl no colour
pigments can develop. In the Siamese cats A is replaced by ~m ~llclomorph a~, recessive to A, causing a reduction of'pigmel~tation intensity,
which results in the typicN Siamese colour arrangement, when combined
with the factor for chocolate-black B. The dominant facto/' causing suppression of all pigment may be designated by D.
Regarding ~h'e tabby pattern it is known from earlier work that it
is" caused by a series of allel9morphic factors dominant to solid colour, but
t,he fasts related below indicate that full chocolate-black (AB) is cpistatic
over tabby. Neglecting details we can reprgsent the striped condition by C
and the non-striped by c, but I am t"airly convinced that the real nature bf
the striping is not approached by studying the genetics of striped animals
in crosses with non-striped. The phenomenon is of a physiological.nature
and depends probably on quantitative Yeactions during the development
of the skin and its o~'gans. Most pYobably the " t a b b y " pattern is
inherent in all non-Siamese cats, and it depends psi'fly on hel'editary,
partly on purely physiological influences, if and to what extent it will
manifest itself in the phaenotype. Fol' the ptu'pose of this papel', however, it seems to me that it is practical to comprehend all those heredita~'y
influences under the collective designation of an allelomorphic system C/o.
As far as I know, the striped Siamese phaenotype has nevel' been
described nor represented; I therefore give photographs in Plate I. The
stripes are very faint on the back, which looks like the back of ~ pure
Siamese. On the head, the" legs and the ~ail t,he stripes are very marked.
Just as in ordinary tabbies the e~rs and feet are ]?ale, which constitutes
t~ sharp contrast to the intensely pigmented e~rs and. feet of the Siamese.
The second cross, Siamese >: tabby, gives a uniform black hetel'ozygote and a clear segregation in the F~ (Table B). In this c~'oss the
factor that suppresses the formation of pigment in the hairs does not
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TABLE B,
Siamese x Dark l'abby.
Odd numbers, folnales; oven nnmbors, nl~les.
Cos, t

D~u'k t~dJby

Iris
Blne, with ~
faint sh,~do of
grey
Yellowish grey

Bhmk

Yellow

{~ ~ / "'0 Bhmk
~o[ 21 Black
[-22 Black

Yellow

No.
eolour
~19 ~itunese
l(l

~['18

co

•
~,~,O
...~q
9":2
~-'

Green; a small segment
ill the lower pa~'t covered
by lligment
Green; upper part yellowish, lower ll,~rt lllnish

Thick pigment in tile
lml'ipheral ~uld lower
par~s, rest nearly free
Thick lligment ill the
peripher~d parts ~md be.

Yellow
Yellowish glvy

23 Black
24 Bhtcl~
25 Blaek

Yellowish gray

As No. 22

YeUow
Yellow

As No. 22
Green; apperllm't yellowish, lower pm't blnish

27 Black
SiltllleSe

Yellow
Blne, withf~int
~races of grey

Sil~lllOSe

As No, 26

29 Dark tabby

YeUowish grey

As No. 25
None, except ~L tr~tee of
green at the upper edge
Nolle
Silvery grey

30 PMe tabby

Yellow

Green

26
2S

o~ '~
o f 31 D~u'k tad~by
~ 32, Sianlos~
~

None

As No. 18
As No. 18
hlvisible, t~overecl .by
thick pigment

~

~

T,~petnm lneidnm
Nolle, except a trace of
greew at ills ltpper edge

33 Black

Yellowish grey

~ilver green

Blno, with a
faint shade of
grey
YeUow

None

Retilml pigment

low, rest nearly free
As No. 18
As No. 18

VelT thick ~dl over
As No. 22
As No. 22

Thick pigment in tile
peripheral parts and ia
a segmeut below, rest
free
As No. :~5
Nolle
NOlle

Thick pigment ill tile
lower part, rest nearly
free
Traces of pigment spread
all over the fnndns
Spread pigment ,~ll over
the fmldlls
F~int traces

hlvisible, covered by pig. Thick pigment ~11 over
lnellt
tile :[ulldll8

act, and no whites are formed. The occurrence of one pale tabby individual
points to the, presence of a dilution factor, but as there are, no "blues"
this factor apparently c'~oes not act upc~:~ the special chocolate-black
characteristic for this series. The back cross No. 21 • No. 26 gave a result
conforming to the expectation: bl~ck, tabby and Siamese.
The crosses represented in Table C revealed nothing unexpected
with regard to coat colours. In both crosses an F1 ~emale from the first
cross white Persian • Siamese acted as the mother, and in consequence
half of the offspring is wh.i-~e. No. 5 • No. 32 is a back cross Aal • ala~
so that only one quarter of' the kittens possess A, and in fact only one
black individual was produced.
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C.

Complicated crosses.
Odd numbers, females; even numbers, m~les.
Which
eye
eolour
Iris
T~petum lueldum
Retfiml lligment described
White
Grey
Green
Tr~Lees ill the periBoth
phertfl inu'~s
White
Blue
Nolle
Nolle
Both
D~u'k
Yellowish grey
Given
Thielt pigment in the Both
peripherM parts,
tabby
rest nca.rly free
/ Brownish grey
Bluish greeu,
Thick pigment in
Left
partly covered
the peripheral
by pigment
ptwks, l'eSt free
~Si~l,nlese ~Blue with a, sha,de Nolle
Trttcea ill one sector
l{ight
( of gley
of the lower lmlf
llart
Invisible, covered Thick pigment till
Both
Black
Grey
by pigment
over
White
Yellow, ulore
Green
Pigment ~t tile
Both
bl~) w n i s h tO W[I,l'ds
edge, rest free
the edge
/Grey, more brown Green
Thin pigment,
Loft
| towal'ds the edge
spread all over the
Wlfite
fundus
None
NOlle
Rigtlt
Blue, as No. 39
Nolle
Both
~triped Blue, shaded grey, None
Siamese with traces of
brown, especially
at the edge
None
Nolle, except sonm Both
r
AsNo.39,but withfaint traces of plg.
out browa
men~, spre~d all
over the fundus
Nolle
Nolle
Both
~it~mose As No. 39
(Jot~t

]~O,

r35
fi

37

7/2 r ,.a
9~r/2 , •
t~ ~ ' ~ ,

/

x • ~;

34

~.~
38
40
]
'~ ~ ]
x ~r162 41
9~ ~ N ]
/ 39
•

!

oi
~i
42
]

L43

Hair Length.
Long-haired cats have reappeared in the F~ of the first cross, Table A.
Six out of ten individuals were short-haired and four were long-haired,
though perhaps not all of them as long-haired as the white Persian
female No. 1. All the long-haired animals were white. Long-haired cats
have not been used in further experiments, though their high percentage
and the probable spurious allelomorphism of this character would make
an investigation desirable. Matiags of the short-haired heterozygotes
with other short-lmired cats lmve not given rise to lollg-haired ones.
As my numbem are too small to allow a definite conclusion I can only
say that my results agree with those of other experimenters, that the
long-haired condition is a recessive character.
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Heredity of Eye Pigments.
From a genefical point of view the behaviom' of the eye.pigments
is different according to their localisation. An undeniable relation exists
between the mode of inheritance of the eye pigments and those of the
hairs. In order to facilitate the disc~sion I have composed Table D,
where all cats whose eyes have been investigated are put together,
arranged in grottps of coat phaenotypes and divided into columns according to the piglncntation of iris, choroid and retina.
TABI,E D.

Cats arranged iJt Groups of Phaeaotypes.
Iris:

Yellow

Talltlhtln:

White
c~ts

,~

-

3

--

4

- -t--

6
12
13
40

f

--

~iamcsc

Present.

--

Yullowish Oruy

Gr~y

Pl'eftt:ll t

-~ Absent ,

-. i~bSull~ e

- - - - ~

5L

9
35
41L

~
~
~
24

Black
eaL~

33

22
23

7

AbsCll~

Absullt present ~ - . . ~

I
14
15
17

. . . .

5R
8

37
41

32
2
341~ 28
42
43
11
39

l0

38

25
27

Dark
tabbies

(

Pt~lz

f
/

tabby

18
20
21

rl'l'utsgs

19
2(i

34 L

(
triped
,~iamcse

Bhm

]_~l't~gttrig

l(i
20

31

36
30

The retinal pigment is inherited ill abo/tt the sfl,llle way as the coat
pigments: homozygotus white cats and all Siamese have a nearly or
totally pigmentless flmd~% all black and tabby cat,s possess smaller or
larger quantities of retinal pigment,
The 6'is epithel~ial pigment, thottgh present even in otherwise nonpigmented fornls, is probably thicker in colom:ed cats, I have not been
able to make this certain by anatolnieal ill~estigation of tile iris, but a l l
ophthalmoscol)ical inspection of the eye is smffieient to show that the
qtu~ntity of pigment is increased.
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The iris stroma pigment, on the other hand, though always absent
or nearly absent in Siamese, is often found ia white cats, both ill its
yellow and in its pure grey f.orm. The yellowish or brownish grey iris,
so common in tabby cats, was in my experiments never foulld in whites.
The iris stroma pigment is always associated with the presence of
a tapetum lucidum in tlm choroid, which is not very strange, as the iris
stroma aud the choroid phylogeneticatty have the same origi11, both beitlg
the continuatiou of the pin mater.
From the table it is evide~lt, that fl~ll retinal pigmentation (so thick
that the choroid is made im~isible) is found in some of the blacks only.
As there are no statistical data about the occurrence of retinal piglnent
in other black cats I am unable to say whether these heavily pigme~lted
eyes are common in ordinary cats or not. I myself had never before seen
a black cat whose eyes did not reflect green rays when meeting a light
in the dark. My Nos. 7, 24, 33 and 3.8 do not reflect a trace of light,
nor is there anything to be see~t with the ophthalmoscope but a velvety
black fundus.
Smaller quantities of retinal pigment, located itl the lower part or
iu the periphery of the fundt~s, are present in other black cats, in tabbies
and in white cats with yellow iris. The white cats with grey iris are
poor in retinal pigment, ia their eyes the pigment cells thsually are
spread thinly over the whole surface of the retina.
The blue-eyed whites and the Siamese (the striped Siamese included)
are devoid of retinal pigment, or they have some feeble traces of it in
the lower part of the ftmdus. Two of the Siamese have also a trace of
tapetum lucidum at the upper edge, and these two animals are colnpletely without any trace of retinal pigmelltation. There is only one
.exception to the rule that Siamese are practically devoid of retinal
pigment; the left eye of No. 34-, and I will later on ia this paper returh
to this quite exceptional case.
Throughout the groups yellow, yellowish grey and grey iris no animal
is without tapetum, whereas among the cats without iris stroma pigment
(pure blue-eyed) no Capetum occurs. The Sialuese, which have blue iris,
but also traces of pigment in the iris stroma (the opalescent corpuscles
mentioned abo~e), show sometimes a trace of tapetum. 011 very close
inspection I also found very faint traces of brown pigment ill the iris
of a number of Siamese, especially 1lear the iuner edge. 011 these gromlds
I have formed the opinion, that iu the Siamese eye the choroid and iris
stroma pigment are not totally absent, but have undergolle a reduction
comparable to the reduction of ~he hair pigmen~ ill the same animals,
by the replacement of the chromogen factor A by a~. If the pigment
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developing factor B in an AA.cat produces the choroid pigment (and
the guanin crystals) and the iris stroma pigment, it can in an ala 1 animM
only give existence to a rudimentary tapetnm and to milky corpuscles
in the stroma. When crossed with an individual that lacks pigment, but
possesses A, the Siamese, who carry B, can thus produce heterozygotes
with pigmented eyes. We must suppose, in the case of the cross white
Persian • Siamese, that the pigment-suppressing factor D acts on the
hair pigment only and not on the eye pigments.
Regarding the difference in intensity of the eye pigments it seems
possible, that, both B and C being pigment developers, the pigmentation
is more intense in the cases where both factors are in action than in
those where only one of them prevails. In this way the difference in
retinal pigmentation between Nos. 7 and 10 in Table A, between Nos. 22
and 25 in Table B and several othem may be accounted for. Even here
we are no doubt concerned with a complicated play of quantitative factors,
and it would be idle on the base of the incomplete data I can afford,
to draw any far-reaching conclusions. So much, however, is certain,
that even the iris stroma pigmentation is subject to quantitative variability. There is one striking detail: that all tabbies have a yellowish
grey iris and only partial fundus pigmentation. The grey colour of the
iris in these cats is more or less mixed up with yellow or brownish elements,
especially towards the edge of the iris. The same phenomenon is sometimes seen in striped Siamese, and even in Siamese and whites who have
a tabby ancestor.
In order to understand the iris colours we must remember, that the
eolour we see is the combined effect of different pigments. The irisepithelial pigment, which gives us the impression of a blue colour when
seen through a completely or nearly transparent stroma, looks more or
less yellowish or brownish grey as soon as pigment occum in that tissue.
Besides, the epithelial pigment may be of different force; these different
shades of the background, combined with the different colour effects
of the iris st.roma pigment, when present, give rise to quite a series of iris
colours, which are very difficult to describe or to classify.
I have not found ,~ny variation in the intensity of the tapetnm lucidum.
The differences in shade it shows are d~le to t-he presence of more or less
pigment in the retina, through which we see or do not see the choroid.
The only variation the tapetum is subject to is one in extent. In cases
where the t,~petum is reduced, the remMning segment is to be fotmd at
the upper edge of the fundus, in sharp contrast to the retinal pigment,
whose last remMns are always located in the lower parts.
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Heterophthalmic Cats.
I have already mentioned the dissimilarity of the left and right eyes
in the ancestors of the white Pel.~iau female, used in my first cross.
I have been able to study a sister to my No. 1, where the left eye was
yellow and the right eye blue, just as in the heterozygote No. 5. The
blue eye was pigmen~less iu all parts, the yellow eye had a complete
tapetum, but only traces of pigmeut in the fuudns, which also is thc
case in No. 5.
The most striking thing in this matter is, that there is uo retiual
pigment in the yellow eye, althongh the other F 1 individuals, whose iris
is also yellow, have "thick pigment in the lower half?' This fact, however,
is the key to the whole question of the heterophthahny, and provides
an explanation of the occurrence of blue eyes in cats who carry oue or
more pigment factors, the dominant chromogen allelomorph aud a
pigment suppressor, that has no influence on the eyes. It is plain, that
in these white Persians there must be an ageut that balances the actiou
of D, so that its intlnence is of a quantitative character and varies iu
extent as well as in intensity. In other words: the area in which the
pigment is not suppressed by D, aud which usually contains both eyes
and the neck-spot, may be of different ext~nt and, ill some cases, leave
one eye (wholly or in part), or both, under the influence of D, just as it
may leave a neck-spot, whether large or reduced to zero.
The fact that the iris stroma (with the choroid) and the retiua
are of such a different origin is a sufficient explauatiou for the
cases where the iris stroma lies within and the retina out of the pigmented area. The presence of B and the heterozygous coudition of D
in the first generatiou hybrids of the first cross aud in the heterophthalmic Siamese No. 34 may account for the rather intensive retinal
pigmentation in those cats, as compared to the very poor pigmentatioll
ill the white Persiaus, even when they are yellow-eyed, and iu the Siamese.
The incompleteness of my material does uot allow me to cuter iuto
more details but I hope that sooner or later the iuvestigation of the eye
pigment heredity in cats may be taken up by some institution alld that
the intricate physiological processes causing the quautitative development of those pigments may be cleared up.

SUMMAI~Y.
Siamese cats have, instead of normal chromogen a weakened
chromogeu factor, which in cooperation with pigmeut factors causes
the coat aild eye colours charactel~stic for the breed.
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The chocolate, black of the Siamese reappears in its full intensity in
crosses introducittg Citenormal chromogen and is then epistatie over ~abby.
The white Persiazts used in this experiment do not possess the
chocolate black, bu~ curry another pigment factor or factors whose
allelomorphs cause t.abby pattern, that is, striping and pigment suppr~ssion on the feet and ea~.
The combination of the Siamese colouring and the tabby pattern
can give rise t,o a new type of cats, the striped Siamese.
The absence of colmlr in white Persians is cansed b y ' a dominant
factor suppressing pigment nearly tol~ally in the hairs and elsewhere.
This factor seems~ however, to be of a quantitat, ive natm'e and to be
balanced by an agen~ t,hat canses a certain area ~o be unaffected by this
suppressor. This area varies in extent and may iltclnde the eyes (one,
both or part, s) and a spot on the neck or occipnt.
Pigmentation of the iris Sbl'orila is always accompanied by the presence
of a gapetum lueidum in the choroid.
The heterophghahny found in some white Pin,inns and also in several
hybrids is caused by the quantitative reaction of D with the agen~
l:hag limits its sphere of influence.
Both c.oal) and eye pigments are i~rfluenced by quantitative physiclogical processes whose uature has not ye~ 1)een disclosed.
POSTSCRIPT.
After eonclusiou of the manuscript three kittgns were bont from
No. 5 by No. 42, one white, one Siamese, one striped Siamese. Another
lit.ter fl.om No. 4l by the same father consisted of two whites and two
Siamese. The percentage of whites is about 50, us expected. The appearance of the striped Siamese is accounted for by the heterozygotism
for 6' of the mother, No. 5, whereas No.'4-I is probably without C.
O~e of the white kittens of No. 5 had a very large neck-spot, about
o~te inch in diameter.
There was uo case of heterophthalmy in tkese seven animals.
EXPLANATION

OF PLATE XVIII.

I. S~rlped Siamese showing ~lleeompm'~ively p~le f~ee Lind ~he very fMn~ pigment,~tiOll Oil tile feet. Tail dark, eal~d p~le.
2. Tile SalllO eal~, sllOWillg longitudinal stripiug Oll ~llo neck, tr~llSVersal st.riping on
the legs slid tail. '~|le back is nearly wR,hont stripes. Nos. ]~ and 2 t,ttken under s.n

{tllaestlle~iein.~llelaboralx)ryof Professor L~qlleUl',~,0 whonl I wish to express m y ~h~nks
for his help.
3. Tile SrUlm, to show markings on tile f~ee.
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